
W
ith each new list of 100 Most Endangered, the World Monuments Fund 
is presented with, and in turn presents to the world, a unique snapshot 
of the history of humanity as it is manifest in the architectural legacy 
that has come down to us. At first glance, this picture may appear to 
be a random sampling of interesting buildings and site types, yet as we 

learn more each place on the list, we find common denominators in terms of nature of 
the sites and the threats they face that will enhance our ability to preserve these cultural 
relics and others like them. 

conflict 
Many sites on the list are located in areas currently in the midst of or emerging from 
conflict. Beyond damage incurred as a direct consequence of warfare, many of these 
sites face threats such as looting and vandalism that arise in the aftermath of war or 
as a result of a lawless environment in the absence of any governing authority. Yet, 
monuments in war-torn areas can be potent reminders of our long and shared history 
and of a future beyond conflict. That such sites are a key part of who we are is un-
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derscored time and again by the fact that most are presented 
to us by local nominators who, despite the immediate chal-
lenges they face simply surviving and rebuilding their lives, 
are committed to helping to build the future of their countries 
by preserving their pasts. 

Unfortunately, the description of “sites in conflict” or 
“emerging from conflict” could be applied to many sites on the 
list. The East African nation of Eritrea, which was ravaged by 
war throughout much of the twentieth century, is represented 
by three sites on the 2006 list—a fourteenth-century church 
in Senafe erected using building techniques long since forgot-
ten; the Modernist metropolis of Asmara, preserved whole 
since it was conceived by Italian architects in the 1930s; and 
the ornate ruins of Ottoman, Egyptian, and Italian architec-
ture in the historic port city of Massawa.

Despite centuries of tumult in Afghanistan, that country’s 

conflict War and EtHnic intolErancE Had takEn tHEir toll on tHE otto-

Man city of MoStar, lEft, By tHE tiME it firSt caME onto tHE WatcH liSt in 2000, 

today, tHE city iS WitnESSing rEBirtH aS a cEntEr of cultural divErSity. tHE 

futurE of anciEnt SitES on tHE 2006 liSt SucH aS BaBylon in iraq, aBovE,  and 

tHE nintH-cEntury a.d. noH guMBad MoSquE in afgHaniStan, BEloW,  iS lESS cEr-

tain aS War and civil unrESt continuE to doMinatE tHE political landScapE in 

tHoSE countriES. tHE EritrEan port of MaSSaWa, BottoM, Still BEarS ScarS froM 

dEcadES of War WitH tHE nEigHBoring nation of EtHiopia.
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oldest mosque, the Noh Gumbad at Balkh, one of the oldest Is-
lamic monuments in Central Asia, has survived as a picturesque 
and still ornately decorated ruin since its construction more 
than a thousand years ago. Yet, looting and illegal excavations 
now threaten its survival into the next decade.

The extraordinary toll conflict can exact on cultural heri-
tage sites is perhaps most keenly felt right now in Iraq, where 
decades of political isolation, a protracted war with Iran, and, 
most recently, the 2003 invasion and continuing conflict there 
have put this extraordinary heritage at risk. Some of the oldest 
and greatest achievements of humankind are being lost daily 
as countless sites in the Cradle of Civilization are damaged by 
military activity. Among these are such famous sites as the As-
syrian capital of Nineveh, the ziggurat at Ur, the ancient city of 
Babylon, and a ninth-century spiral minaret at Samarra, which 
have been scarred by violence and military activity. Other im-
portant ancient sites, particularly in the southern provinces, 
are being ravaged by looters who work day and night to fuel 
an international art market hungry for antiquities. Historic dis-
tricts in urban areas are also suffering from vandalism, looting, 
and artillery fire. The magnitude, range, and unpredictability of 
threats to cultural heritage sites in Iraq have led to the inclusion 
of the entire country on the Watch list, a first for the program 

and part of WMF’s continued efforts to help Iraqis gain the ca-
pacity to preserve their heritage. 

WMF’s past work in Cambodia, Bosnia, and Croatia has en-
abled the organization to develop a comprehensive program to 
help war-torn nations rebuild the communities of scholars and 
technicians who care for their cultural treasures and ensure the 
preservation of their monuments for generations to come. 

antiquity in a changing world 
Given the unrelenting assault on our shared architectural 
heritage around the globe, it is hard to imagine how so many 
monuments have survived so long. Extraordinary buildings 
and feats of engineering built by Roman emperors and Egyp-
tian pharaohs have managed to stand for millennia and it is 
difficult to imagine the world without them. It is easy to take 
these sites for granted and to assume that if they lasted this 
long then they will continue to do so, without our help, for 
eternity. Nothing, however, lasts forever, and the remnants 
of the ancient world that survive represent just a fraction of 
what had been built. Pollution, road and railway construction, 
industry, and urban expansion have hastened the process of 
natural aging of our most ancient sites. Pollutants eat away 
at stone, roadways cause vibrations that destabilize fragile 
structures, and the ever-growing need for land and resources 
threaten sites, not only those that are well-known, but those 
yet to be discovered. 
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The great achievements of the Romans and the sheer size of 
their empire are represented in three sites on this year’s Watch 
list. The aqueduct in Segovia, Spain is one of the few remain-
ing well-preserved aqueducts—perhaps the most recognizable 
type of Roman engineering, and has stood for almost 2,000 
years in the heart of the World Heritage City, for which it pro-
vided fresh water well into the twentieth century! It was built 
of precisely cut, large granite blocks—ashlar masonry—with no 
mortar, unlike many Roman structures, which were often made 
of smaller stones or rubble blocks, held together with mortar 
or concrete. Ashlar masonry is perfectly stable if the blocks 
are cut precisely, but if the blocks erode and their cut surfaces 
are worn away, as is the case in Segovia, then the structure 
becomes very vulnerable. A careful approach to monitoring 
and stabilizing the aqueduct must now be set in motion in or-
der for this extraordinary and evocative monument to survive 
another century. 

The Temple of Portunus in Rome—a building that is present-
ed in every introductory course on ancient architecture as the 
canonical example of a Roman temple—stands in the center of 
that thriving metropolis and, like so many monuments in the 
city, is suffering from exposure to pollutants and vibrations 
from traffic. 

In the eastern empire, where provincial towns flourished 
under the pax Romana, modern threats, including develop-
ment, put whole cities at risk. Aphrodisias in southwestern Tur-
key, one of the best preserved of these cities, was filled with 
marble buildings and statues made by its world-class sculptors. 
The monuments of Aphrodisias were largely uncovered in ex-
cavations of the l960s through the 1980s, and most were left 
exposed without conservation or reconstructed using inap-
propriate methods. These monuments are now in dire need of 
conservation in order for future visitors to be able to see be 
able to experience them as we do now. Although Aphrodisias 
is located in a rural valley, the site is also threatened by uncon-
trolled development. In recent years, what was once a small 
road that ran past Aphrodisias has been expanded into a four-
lane highway and developers have been prospecting for land 
around it to build new housing and hotels.  

Long before the rise of the Roman Empire, the ancient 
Egyptians had built what are still revered as some of humanity’s 
greatest artistic and architectural achievements, many of which 
are in danger of disappearing within our lifetime. 

The West Bank of the Nile, just across the river from the city 
of Luxor, is home to many of the most important tombs and 
temples of the New Kingdom pharaohs, including the tomb of 
King Tutankhamun and the temple of the only female pharaoh, 
Hatshepsut. Yet today, an elevated water table, a byproduct 
of the construction of the Aswan Dam, has invited agriculture 

Over the years, WMF has helped to draft plans for the conservation and sustainable development of  
some of the world’s most famous ancient sites—from the Roman houses sealed by Vesuvius at Pompeii 

to the extraordinary rock-hewn Nabataean temples of Petra. 



onto newly arable lands in and around the monuments, conspir-
ing to weaken the foundations of standing buildings and to cre-
ate humid environments in tombs where millennia-old paintings 
and sculpted decorations are now in danger. In addition, the 
well-deserved fame of these monuments has, in recent years, 
brought increasingly large groups of tourists to the area, com-
pounding development pressures with the construction of new 
hotels and amenities, and increasing pollution and wear and 
tear to the monuments. These factors, taken together, present 
the greatest challenge to the preservation of this unparalleled 
cultural resource that it has ever faced, and it is up to the cur-
rent generation of preservationists to save it. 

While it is impossible to protect antiquity completely from 
the threats of the modern world, we can help these few tangi-
ble pieces of our shared history survive so that we can continue 
to enjoy and learn more about them. 

Over the years, WMF has helped to develop sustainable 
plans for the conservation of some of the world’s most famous 
ancient sites—from the Roman houses sealed by Vesuvius at 
Pompeii to the extraordinary rock-hewn Nabataean temples 
of Petra. These sites, and those on the list this year, present 
special challenges, requiring creative and cooperative solutions 
that incorporate not only stabilization, but community support, 
educational outreach, and long-term planning so that local 
groups and the international community can work together to 
preserve our shared cultural heritage. 

wmf.org

antiquity in a changing world SEt aMid BuSt-

ling roME, tHE SEcond-cEntury B.c. tEMplE of HErculES, aBovE, Had 

WEakEnEd to a point of nEar collapSE WHEn it appEarEd on WMf’S 

firSt WatcH liSt in 1996. it HaS SincE BEEn rEStorEd WitH fundS froM 

aMErican ExprESS tHrougH WMf and tHE italian govErnMEnt. tHE 

aSHlar BlockS of tHE roMan aquEduct in SEgovia, Built nEarly 2,000 

yEarS ago,  BEloW, arE Eroding froM ExpoSurE to pollutantS and 

BEing WorkEd apart By viBrationS froM paSSing autoMoBilE traffic. 
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Modern Marvels 
As the great monuments of the distant past are threatened 
by increased exposure to the modern world, the architectural 
achievements of the Modernist movement are at risk because 
they are not old enough. This year’s Watch list includes nine 
modern sites, ranging from a now dilapidated monument to the 
socialist ideal in Moscow, the Narkomfin Building, to a much-
maligned and alternately much-beloved late modern totem in 
Manhattan, 2 Columbus Circle. The modern structures on the 
list, many designed by the twentieth-century’s most famous ar-
chitects, are threatened by demolition made possible because 
these buildings have not been around long enough to gain the 
legitimacy of age. 

The World Monuments Fund has been working for years to 
raise public awareness of the plight of modern architecture and 
our responsibility as the stewards of this period of history to 
help it survive. Just this summer, WMF completed its largest 
and most challenging effort to preserve modern architecture 
to date—the rescue of the A. Conger Goodyear house in Old 
Westbury, New York. The house was designed in 1938 by Ed-
ward Durell Stone, who, with Philip Goodwin, also designed the 
original Museum of Modern Art in New York. It was commis-
sioned by Goodyear, the first President of MoMA and a distin-
guished collector of modern art, much of which he kept in the 
house. The Goodyear House is a masterpiece of International 
Style architecture and represents a key point in the develop-
ment of Modern architecture in the United States. In 2001, 
not long after it was selected for inclusion on the 2002 World 
Monuments Watch list, WMF engineered a dramatic rescue 

of the house, sparing it from imminent demolition. Through a 
partnership created by WMF with the Society for the Preserva-
tion of Long Island Antiquities (SPLIA) and underwritten by the 
Barnett and Analee Newman Foundation, WMF purchased the 
house and saved it from destruction. This summer, the house 
was sold to a private buyer with a preservation easement that 
protects it in perpetuity. It is now also on the New York State 
and National Registers of Historic Places. 

sacred sites
Many important modern sites—museums, houses, airports, the-
aters—are secular buildings and therefore do not have a group 
or association of people who feel responsible for them. Built 
for private owners or as public amenities, they are often left 
unprotected when their original patron dies or sells the prop-
erty. An unlikely parallel for this problem is the plight of sacred 
sites—churches, synagogues, mosques, and temples—that no 
longer serve their intended purposes or whose congregations 
have dwindled so substantially that they cannot sustain a house 
of worship. 

From the Chinguetti Mosque in the Western Sahara of Mau-
ritania to a Byzantine monastery in Macedonia with only one 
monk left to care for it, to the Church of Saint Blaise in the 
heart of downtown Dubrovnik, religious architecture is well 
represented on the 2006 Watch list. Some of these buildings 
are still very much in use, but are threatened by the effects 
of age and exposure to harsh elements, while others face the 
added danger of having lost their caretakers. 

Small Buddhist temples such as Sumda Chung and Guru 
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ModErn WorkS at riSk EdWard durEll StonE’S 1938 

HouSE for a. congEr goodyEar, tHEn prESidEnt of nEW york’S 

MuSEuM of ModErn art, aBovE lEft, WaS SlatEd for dEMolition 

WHEn itS pligHt WaS BrougHt to tHE attEntion of WMf in 2001. 

today, aftEr carEful nEgotiationS and donor Support, tHE HouSE 

iS a rEgiStErEd landMark WitH a nEW oWnEr WHo iS coMMittEd 

to itS rEStoration aS an icon of ModErn arcHitEcturE. 

unfortunatEly, a SiMilar fatE iS not in StorE for 2 coluMBuS 

circlE, alSo By StonE, aBovE rigHt, WHicH iS to BE radically 

altErEd, and ricHard nEutra’S cycloraMa cEntEr at gEttySBurg, 

lEft, WHicH Will Soon BE razEd. 

success story: a. congEr goodyEar HouSE, long iSland, nEW york
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sacred sites HEavy rainS Had dEliv-

ErEd a final BloW to gHana’S SEvEntEEntH-

cEntury laraBanga MoSquE, lEft, WHEn it WaS 

placEd on WMf’S  2002 WatcH liSt. oncE WEak-

EnEd and diSfigurEd By inappropriatE rEpairS 

and MoiSturE-trapping cEMEntS, tHE Sanctu-

ary HaS SincE BEEn rEStorEd uSing traditional 

MatErialS, Having SErvEd aS a training ground 

for artiSanS lEarning agE-old conStruction 

tEcHniquES. tHE BuddHiSt tEMplE of SuMda 

cHung in tHE HiMalayan rEgion of ladakH, 

aBovE, iS in dirE nEEd of Structural StaBiliza-

tion BEforE rEStoration itS Extraordinary 

Mural cyclE can BEgin. a dutcH rEforMEd 

cHurcH in nEWBurgH, nEW york, BEloW, HaS 

SuffErEd aS a rESult of EconoMic dEclinE.

success story: laraBanga MoSquE, gHana to
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Lakhang that dot the hills and valleys of Ladakh on India’s Himalayan frontier are 
threatened by dwindling monastic populations, harsh climate, loss of craftsmanship, 
and paucity of maintenance and local resources to conserve them. These buildings, 
which from the outside appear as simple mud-brick-and-timber structures, house 
extraordinary medieval paintings and relief decoration, rendered all the more com-
pelling when viewed in their context of their extraordinary landscapes on the Roof 
of the World. For more than a decade, WMF has worked in the Himalayan region, 
helping local communities to conserve their sites and steward them in the face of 
ever-increasing tourism.

Though far more accessible, numerous parish churches of England are now dire 
need of conservation, damaged by decades it not centuries of dwindling congre-
gations with diminished resources, which have left many of these historic and ar-
chitecturally significant buildings in disrepair. The Minster Church of Saint Mary in 
Stowe, England, is but one example of this phenomenon and was included in the 
2006 Watch list in hopes that the concerted efforts by its nominator will help not 
only this building, but will encourage public support for the preservation of parish 
churches throughout Britain, which represent centuries of English ecclesiastical and 
architectural history.

The slow abandonment of English churches stands in stark contrast to the sudden 
and forced removal of Jewish congregations in Europe during World War II. Syna-
gogues that had served as focal points for once-thriving communities are now cared 

for by the few who survived or those who returned the region in the late twenti-
eth century. These buildings present special challenges as many are unlikely to ever 
serve a sizeable congregation; their preservation is dependent on the development 
of innovative adaptive reuse schemes. A remarkable synagogue in Subotica, Serbia-
Montenegro, is just one of a number of extraordinary Jugendstil buildings preserved 
in a town where approximately 100 Jews currently reside. The preservation of this 
structure and its reintegration into the life of the town will help to preserve both the 
building and the history of those who worshipped there. 

In Upstate New York, the Dutch Reformed Church of Newburgh, a neo-classical 
landmark designed by A.J. Davis (1803–1892), has fallen on hard times as a result 
of economic decline and a diminished congregation. Modeled on Greek classical 
architecture, particularly the Erechtheion, an idiosyncratic temple on the Athenian 
Acropolis, the stately building overlooking the Hudson River is now dilapidated and 
threatened by vandalism. With the fortunes of the town improving, renewed atten-
tion from the local community and public awareness generated by its placement on 
the Watch list, we hope that a new life for this important building can be secured. 

Since the first Watch list was issued a decade ago, WMF has helped to find re-
newed life for sacred sites through the revival of the methods used to construct them, 
reinvigoration of the congregations that support them, and heightened public aware-
ness of the value these community anchor points so often have. Only recently, WMF 
witnessed the reopening of the seventeenth-century Larabanga Mosque in Ghana, a 
traditional rammed earth structure that had been damaged by heavy rains and inap-
propriate repairs. Following its inclusion on the 2002 list, American Express provided 
a grant that enabled WMF to work with local craftsmen to restore this marvel of Suda-
nese architecture, which has resumed its place in the spiritual lives of its community.

an inspired 
partnership
American Express’ 
Beth Salerno looks back on 
a decade-long effort. 

T
en years ago 
American 
Express and 
the World 

Monuments Fund 
realized that they 
were both looking 
for a way to intensify 
their involvement 
with the cause of historic preservation 
worldwide. American Express 
was already known as a funder of 
preservation. In fact, we had frequently 
worked with WMF in the past, but we 
wanted to support the cause in a more 
systematic fashion. 

Meanwhile we discovered that WMF 
felt the need to expand its work, mak-
ing the public more aware of the threats 
to historic sites and growing its already 
considerable network of relationships 
with nonprofits and government agencies 
around the world. 

Months of discussion between us 
led to a partnership in a new program, 
the World Monuments Watch. From the 
beginning, we were both committed to 
the idea of publishing a list of 100 Most 
Endangered Sites as key to galvaniz-
ing greater public support. Happily, we 
were able to convince American Express 
senior management that the company 
should not only underwrite the creation 
of the list but also provide funds each 
year to help save a certain number of 
the sites that were on it. The result was 
a five-million dollar pledge on our part 
for the first five years of the program. In 
2000, the success of the program led us 
to renew our support, bringing our total 
commitment to $10 million over 10 years.

The launch of the Watch in 1995 imme-
diately attracted media attention and led 
to a rush of applications for listing. Since 
then, more than 1500 sites have been 
nominated to the biennial Watch list, of 
which 447 have been selected for listing. 
Of these, 117 sites in 59 countries have  
received funding from American Express.

The program worked in ways that 
both American Express and World  

Although the Watch list is an announcement of threats and 
dangers to some of the world’s most important monuments and 

sites, it also provides an opportunity to discover some of the little-
known treasures of the world that might never have been noticed 

until it was too late. 
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Monuments Fund had hoped for when 
we embarked on this adventure. But it 
also produced results that no one had 
expected. For example, the passionate 
concern of nominators for their sites 
resonated with American Express staff 
in the field, who took up the cause. Our 
office managers around the world began 
to compete to obtain Watch funds for 
sites in their countries and even to work 
with local agencies to nominate sites 
for inclusion on the list of 100 Most 
Endangered Sites. Ian Fish, the American 
Express country head in the Philippines, 
made it his mission to preserve an 
ancient petroglyph site on the first list 
that was in danger of development by 
brokering its protection by the site’s 
owner, a developer who was building 
a golf course. The entire staff of the 
American Express office in Alaska signed 
a petition to secure an American Express 
grant for the preservation of icons in the 
oldest Russian orthodox church in the 
U.S., located in the westernmost port 
town of the Aleutian Islands. 

Meanwhile, American Express senior 
management enthusiastically served on 
an annual panel to choose listed sites 
for Amex grants, and they made funds 
available to local offices to publicize the 
grants. Across the company people took 
great pride in a project that was yielding 
positive results within our communities 
while at the same time helping to pro-
mote good relations with local govern-
ment and customers. 

Another surprise was the diversity of 
the sites nominated to the Watch list. Al-
though many sites were world renowned—
the Taj Mahal in India, Hagia Sophia in Tur-
key, and the Valley of Kings in Egypt—many 

were little-known but equally intriguing in 
their way, like Sir Ernest Shackleton’s hut 
in Antarctica and the cemeteries of New 
Orleans. The Watch list came to stand for 
the diversity of heritage that communities 
around the world care deeply about. 
Speaking of the first list in 1996, New York 
Times critic Herbert Muschamp 
wrote, “What we are seeing now is a his-
tory based on modern encounters with 
[monuments from the past]. 
It’s a history of the present, 
one that is likely to increase 
in value as a global culture 
continues to emerge. We 
won’t leave home without it.” 

A key contribution to the 
Watch was made by Travel 
+ Leisure magazine, part of 
American Express Publish-
ing, which early on adopted 
the program as its special 
cause. For the past nine years, Travel + 
Leisure has published a special section on 
Watch sites in one of its fall issues, with a 
percentage of the advertising dollars for 
the insert supporting the Watch. This year 
they have added a section commemorat-
ing the first decade of the Watch. Travel 
+ Leisure also teamed up with American 
Express each year to underwrite a golf 
match at the American Society of Travel 
Agents annual conference, helping to 
spread the message that preserving places 
from which the industry benefits is good 
business. The Watch program also had 
gained recognition among our colleagues 
in the corporate world as an outstanding 
example of “doing well by doing good.”

By helping to create and sustain this 
program, we know we have made a dif-
ference. For one thing, each dollar that 
we have invested in the Watch program 
has brought in $15 million more from 
other sources. Among these sources have  
been American Express banking partners 
who have stepped up to the plate to add 
to our grant and help save local sites. 
We are proud that through our partner-
ship with World Monuments Fund in this 
endeavor, so many sites have been saved 
from imminent danger.

I have been lucky enough to visit several 
of the Watch sites at the time of the press 
events we held to announce each Ameri-
can Express grant. Each time I have visited 
one of the sites, be it the Russian church in 
Alaska, the terraced hillsides of the Cinque 
Terre in Italy, Mesa Verde in Colorado, or 

the Temple of Agriculture 
in China, I have been struck 
not only by their fragility but 
also by how much people re-
ally care about these places. 
Even when the site was far 
away from large media cen-
ters, the press response was 
amazing. 

People realize that we are responding 
to their values and their priorities. They 
are proud of their heritage and they are 
thrilled that through the Watch the plac-
es they love have gained the recognition 
they deserve. 

I can think of no better testimony 
to this fact than a statement by my 
colleague Adriana Rivera, director of 
public affairs in our Mexico office, who 
said “It may be hard for people to realize, 
but in Mexico, these sites are so tied to 
our past that, for us, they are who we are, 
and that’s why the Watch program has 
meant so much to us.” 

In the end, none of this could have 
happened without the extraordinary work 
and dedication of the WMF staff and the 
preservation experts around the world 
who are the guardians of these silent 
witnesses to a past that we all share. It 
is also important to acknowledge the 
excellent work of my long-time colleague 
at American Express, Connie Higginson, 
who has managed the program internally 
from the very beginning. 

On a personal note, I want to add 
that our relationship with the WMF team 
has been one of the most satisfying of 
my years in philanthropy at American 
Express. The company is proud to have 
been associated with them in the Watch 
and while I may be stepping down, I 
know that my colleagues look forward 
to continuing our long association with 
WMF in the urgent task of protecting the 
world’s endangered heritage. n



development pressures
While many sites are lost because there are too few people 
to care for them, far more are razed to make way for devel-
opment, proponents of which are unable or unwilling to find a 
way to accommodate urban or agricultural expansion without 
destroying cultural heritage sites. 

In China, which is experiencing unprecedented economic 
growth, countless historic buildings and often whole towns 
are being razed or radically transformed in the name of prog-
ress. Five historic districts in China are included in the 2006 
Watch list, some threatened by their obsolescence, others with 
transformation into inauthentic “theme parks” for tourists. In 
the Shanxi Province, the eighteenth-century town of Qikou was 
established as a trading town on the Yellow River and was a 
key transition point between water and overland transport. The 
town plan was designed to adapt to the dramatic and challeng-
ing landscape using terraces as well as traditional urban build-
ings. While still inhabited, Qikou’s role in trade has all but van-
ished; riverine trade was displaced by rail transport in the 1930s. 
Yet, Chinese officials envision the town as a quaint theme park 
devoted to times past. Residents, however, are determined to 
preserve the town and to develop a comprehensive and sus-
tainable plan for its preservation and economic viability. 

Far away from Chinese freight trains, but also threatened 
by uncontrolled development, is a land best known for its 
race horses and its Bourbon, the historic Bluegrass Cultural 
Landscape of Kentucky. The rolling blue-green hills of central 
Kentucky are home to the grazing and training grounds of the 
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world’s finest race horses and to fast-disappearing rural Ameri-
can traditional buildings. In the past decade this region has been 
threatened by aggressive development, particularly suburban 
sprawl. A lack of regulations to protect the area and its agrarian 
industries and to manage development on a region-wide scale 
has resulted in the loss of more than 328 square kilometers.

Threats to cultural landscapes are not new to the Watch list. 
In 2002, WMF was first informed of the plight of Tomo Port 
Town in Japan, a picturesque coastal town preserved from the 
Edo period in the middle ages. Its traditional fishing industry as 
well as its medieval buildings and town plan were threatened 
by the proposed construction of a highway that would have cut 
off the town from the water. Watch listing in 2002 and 2004 
allowed the local advocates to stop this construction while a 
grant from American Express provided support for the study 
and rehabilitation of a traditional building in Tomo that will 
serve as a visitors’ center. 

remote and at risk
Although the Watch list is an announcement of threats and dan-
gers to some of the world’s most important monuments and 
sites, it also provides an opportunity to learn about some of the 
little-known treasures of the world that might never have been 
noticed until it was too late. 

This year, the Watch list includes a marvel of industrial en-
gineering that recalls the adventurous spirit of the Old West. 
Snaking along the side of a cliff in Montrose County, Colorado, 
is the Hanging Flume, more than 21 kilometers of track that was 
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built to carry the more than 30 million liters of water used each 
day to mine gold in the nineteenth century. When the Montrose 
Placer Mining Company went bankrupt in the 1890s, the flume 
was abandoned and has been slowly falling apart ever since. 
The Bureau of Land Management in Colorado is now seeking to 
stabilize the structure and to provide access to it for industri-
ous tourists. 

The Pulemelei Mound, a Polynesian Pyramid, one could say, 
on the Pacific island of Samoa, is well known to local citizens 
and Australian tourists who get lost in the jungle. But the an-
cient and mysterious monument has not gained much fame be-
yond the island. Thought to have been built between a.d. 1000 
and 1600, the mound existed before the first Dutch settlers ar-
rived and is perhaps the largest pre-colonial monument on the 
island. A massive structure measuring 60 by 65 meters, it is in 
danger of being engulfed by the jungle. 

In the last ten years, the Watch list has brought WMF to 
countless faraway places. Among these have been a suite of 
cave dwellings nestled in a series of deep gorges in the Mexi-
can state of Chihuahua and a group of traditional houses on 
the Indonesian island of Nias, whose method of construction 
had been declared obsolete…until traditional methods proved 
far more resilient than modern construction techniques when 
a tsunami struck the region in December 2004. In the wake of 
disaster, the island is experiencing a renewal of age-old ways. 

Each Watch list presents 100 examples of human innovation 
and an opportunity to revel in their variety and beauty. It also 
presents 100 opportunities to intervene before such treasures 
are lost forever. n 
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